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Issues for 1919-47 include Who's who in India; 1948, Who's who in India and Pakistan.
Previous editions are cited in Books for College Libraries, 3rd ed.. This guide contains descriptions of about 17,500 associations
and societies from the fields of science, culture and technology. Arrangement is alphabetically by name within an alphabetical
listing of countries. Indexing is by association names, persons, and subjects. Each entry gives the association name (where
applicable: extension to name, abbreviation, name in English, former name), contact information, homepage, year of foundation,
number of members, names of officials, details of periodical publications, and whether or not a library and/or archives exists. New
information includes details on aims and activities, awards, grants, and events. Distributed by Gale. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News Inc., Portland, OR.
Currently ethnobotany has been a subject of wide interest for research in developing and developed countries. The book has been
dedicated to the doyen of Indian ethnobiology, Dr. S.K. Jain, FNA, popularly known as 'Father of Indian Ethnobotany'. The book
comprises very important articles written by notable ethnobiologists/ botanists on different aspects of ethnobotany. The book would
certainly be useful to the students, researchers and teachers working on various aspects of ethnobotany and helpful to various
pharmaceutical industries in exploring plants for preparation of new drugs.
DoctorKC's Hospitals Around the WorldDirectory of Hospitals & Doctors Around the WorldDr K Chaudhry
Who's Who of Canadian Women is a guide to the most powerfuland innovative women in Canada. Celebrating the talents and
achievement of over 3,700 women, Who's Who of Canadian Women includes women from all over Canada, in all fields, including
agriculture, academia, law, business, politics, journalism, religion, sports and entertainment. Each biography includes such
information as personal data, education, career history, current employment, affiliations, interests and honours. A special comment
section reveals personal thoughts, goals, and achievements of the profiled individual. Entries are indexed by employment of
affilitation for easy reference. Published every two years, Who's Who of Canadian Women selects its biographees on merit alone.
This collection is an essential resource for all those interested in the achievements of Canadian women.
Set includes revised editions of some issues.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Faculties, publications and doctoral theses in departments or divisions of chemistry, chemical engineering, biochemistry and pharmaceutical
and/or medicinal chemistry at universities in the United States and Canada.

A directory to the universities of the Commonwealth and the handbook of their association.
Every entry follows a standard pattern: after the address and telephone number of the institution there is a brief description of its
history and financial support, followed by the names of the senior staff, total number of staff, the institution's structure and services,
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its main research programmes and a list of its publications. For this new edition a subject index has been added, allowing the
reader to identify centres of research activity on individual construction topics throughout the world. The world-wide investment in
construction industry research is enormous. This unique directory is a guidebook to that investment which will enable its readers to
isolate sources of advice on practical problems, information on national standards and requirements and potential research
collaborators.
The book constitutes easy reference for Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Clinics, Medical Publishers Around the World
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